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Introduction
 

 
The SIP is a planning tool designed to address student achievement and system needs identified through the school's

comprehensive needs assessment (CNA). Additionally, the SIP provides a method for schools to address the school

improvement planning requirements of Public Act 25 of the Revised School Code and the Elementary and Secondary

Education Act (ESEA) as applicable.
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Introduction
 
During the 2016-2017 school year, schools will have two options for Goals and Plans.  1. Update Goals and Plans, if necessary, based on

analysis of data and Program Evaluation; 2. Complete and upload the Abbreviated Goals and Plans template into ASSIST, based on analysis

of data and Program Evaluation.
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Improvement Plan Assurance

 

 

 

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
1. Which option was chosen for Goals and Plans? Goals and

Plans in
ASSIST

See Goals and Plans in ASSIST
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Introduction
 
This diagnostic tool is aligned to requirements for Title I Targeted Assistance schools.   As described in sections 1111(b)(1), 1114 (b)(1)(A)

and 1309(2) of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), the Comprehensive Needs Assessment (CNA) requirement is met by

completing a School Data Analysis (SDA) and School Process Profile (SPP). The Comprehensive Needs Assessment must be completed

prior to creating a new plan or annually updating an existing school improvement plan. Use the results of the Comprehensive Needs

Assessment to develop Goals/Objectives/Strategies and Activities. Ensure that the Comprehensive Needs Assessment addresses all four

types of data: student achievement data, school programs/process data, perceptions data (must include teachers and parents; student data

is encouraged), and demographic data. The Comprehensive Needs Assessment must also take into account the needs of migratory children

as defined in Title I, Part C, Section 1309(2).
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Component 1: Needs Assessment

 

 

 
1. How was the comprehensive needs assessment process conducted? 
 
Haverhill Elementary School's comprehensive needs assessment is conducted in a variety of ways. Perception, Program/Process, and

Demographic data is conducted through staff, student, and parent surveys. Achievement data is reviewed at a district-wide data review and

used in School Improvement planning each year.  
 
 
2. What process was used to identify children who are failing or most at risk of failing to meet the state core curriculum standards

in the four core academic areas? 
 
Haverhill Elementary School utilizes an MTSS process in the core academic areas of Math and ELA that allows for early identification of

students who are not achieving grade level benchmarks. Members of this team include Title I teacher(s), Reading Specialist, Special

Education Teacher(s), School Psychologists, Speech & Language Pathologist, Behavior Specialist, and Building Administrator(s).

 

The MTSS process for mathematics begins with a 'Rank Order' of all students in the building, which is a spreadsheet housing & averaging all

data. For mathematics, this document includes STAR Math benchmark scores from the last two testing periods, classroom math scores from

the last two marking periods, and Math M-STEP data (grades 4 & 5 only). This document is updated quarterly. Additionally, the team reviews

interim progress monitoring data on a 3-4 week cycle to monitor student progress. Students who exhibit data points at or above the upcoming

benchmark for three consecutive progress monitoring periods are considered for exit from Title I services.

 

The MTSS process for ELA begins with a 'Rank Order' of all students in the building, which is a spreadsheet housing & averaging all data.

For ELA, this document includes DIBELS benchmark scores from the last two testing periods, classroom ELA scores from the last two

marking periods, and ELA M-STEP data (grades 4 & 5 only). This document is updated quarterly. Additionally, the team reviews interim

progress monitoring data on a 3-4 week cycle to monitor student progress. Students who exhibit data points at or above the upcoming

benchmark for three consecutive progress monitoring periods are considered for exit from Title I services.

 

There is no formal process for identifying students for supplemental support in the area of Science. Classroom science scores from the last

quarter(s) are included in the 'Rank Order' document from the district. Title I teacher(s) review this data to determine to what extent science

should be incorporated into reading and math interventions.

 

There is no formal process for identifying students for supplemental support in the area of Social Studies. Classroom social studies scores

from the last quarter(s) are included in the 'Rank Order' document from the district. Title I teacher(s) review this data to determine to what

extent social studies should be incorporated into reading and math interventions.

 
 
 
3. List the multiple, educationally related, objective criteria established for the needs assessment process - consistent by grade

level and content area - to identify children who are failing or most at risk of failing to meet the state core curriculum standards in

the four core academic areas. 
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Haverhill Elementary uses each student's two most recent STAR Math and quarterly report card grades (grades 1-5), as well as Math M-

STEP data (grades 4 & 5), to identify children who are the most at risk of failing to meet the state core curriculum standards in mathematics.

 

Haverhill Elementary uses each student's two most recent DIBELS benchmark scores and quarterly report card grades (grades K-5), as well

as Math M-STEP data (grades 4 & 5), to identify children who are the most at risk of failing to meet the state core curriculum standards in

ELA.

 

Haverhill Elementary uses each student's two most recent quarterly report card grades (grades K-5), to identify children who are the most at

risk of failing to meet the state core curriculum standards in science.

 

Haverhill Elementary uses each student's two most recent quarterly report card grades (grades K-5), to identify children who are the most at

risk of failing to meet the state core curriculum standards in social studies.

 
 
 
4. For schools with preschool through grade 2:   Describe the identification process for preschool through grade 2 if it is based

solely on criteria such as teacher judgment, interviews with parents and developmentally appropriate measures that determine

which children are failing or most at risk of failing to meet the State's challenging content and student performance standards. 
 
For students entering Kindergarten, teachers provide recommendations of students in need of additional math support. Students are then

given a developmentally appropriate measure, to determine student need.

 

For students in grades 1 & 2, in addition to teach recommendation, DIBELS Next is used to identify the students that are most at risk of

failing.
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Component 2: Services to Eligible Students

 

 

 
1. Describe the Title I, Part A program services which are provided to ensure eligible children receive supplemental assistance in

the four core academic areas. 
 
Supplemental interventions at Haverhill Elementary are provided by Reading Specialists, paraprofessionals, Title I teachers, and Special

Education teachers. Students in Kindergarten through 5th grade receive Tier 2 support from the Reading Specialist and/or building

paraprofessionals in the area of mathematics four days per week for 30 minutes each session. This supplemental instruction is provided in a

combination of push-in and pull-out delivery models. This supplemental instruction is provided during the building's HIVE time (Helpful

Interventions, Valuable Extensions), in which each grade level has time set aside for interventions and extensions, eliminating removing

students from core academic instruction.

 

Title I teacher(s) and paraprofessionals provide supplemental mathematics instruction to students in Young Fives - 5th Grade. For some

students, this is a Tier 2 intervention. However, for the majority of students this is a Tier 3 intervention. Title I staff members provide

supplemental instruction four to five days a week for 30 minutes each session. Supplemental Instruction provided by the Title I staff is

providing in primarily a pull-out delivery method. These interventions are providing during the building's HIVE time for mathematics, or at

additional times, outside of core academic instruction.

 

Special Education teacher(s) and paraprofessionals provide additional, Tier 3, supplemental instruction to students in Young Fives thru 5th

grade, as needed based in student IEPs. The frequency of these interventions varies depending on the minimum minutes required in each

student's IEP. Generally, these interventions occur at least 4 days per week for 30 minutes each time. These supplemental interventions are

primarily pull-out, with occasionally push-in support.

 

Supplemental instruction in the area of ELA is carried out following the same model as mentioned above regarding mathematics.

 

Supplemental instruction in the areas of Science and Social Studies is generally provided by the classroom teacher and/or building

paraprofessionals providing push in support.
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Component 3:  Incorporated Into Existing School Program Planning

 

 

 
1. How is program planning for eligible students incorporated into the existing school improvement planning process?  
 
Title I programming planning is incorporated into the existing school improvement planning process in a variety of ways. Title I teacher(s) are

members of the building School Improvement Team that works collaboratively each month to analyze data and ensure implementation of the

current School Improvement Plan. Many of the interventions/services from Title are included in the School Improvement Plan, including

specific research based intervention programs used by the Title I staff members.  
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Component 4: Instructional Strategies

 

 

 
1. Which instructional strategies in the plan focus on helping eligible students reach the State's standards in the four core

curriculum academic areas? 
 
In the area of mathematics, students who are the farthest from the standards are provided differentiated instruction based on multiple

measures of assessment for all students. In addition to the core curriculum, eligible students receive a minimum of 30 minutes of instruction,

at least 4 times per week, in a research-based intervention program. Instruction is provided in a pull-out setting by the Title I teacher(s) and

paraprofessionals. Students may receive support from the ELL Tutor, Reading Specialists, or MTSS paraprofessionals in addition to their

Title I intervention.

 

In the area of ELA, students who are the farthest from the standards are provided differentiated instruction based on multiple measures of

assessment for all students. In addition to the core curriculum, eligible students receive a minimum of 30 minutes of instruction, at least 4

times per week, in a research-based intervention program. Instruction is provided in a pull-out setting by the Title I teacher(s) and

paraprofessionals. Students may receive support from the ELL Tutor, Reading Specialists, or MTSS paraprofessionals in addition to their

Title I intervention.

 

Students do not receive specific interventions in the area of Science and Social Studies. Students explore these concepts through non-fiction

stories embedded in the Reading intervention programs.

 
 
 
2. Identify the research-based methods and strategies in the plan that ensure effective methods will be utilized to improve overall

student academic achievement. 
 
Haverhill Elementary School utilizes explicit instruction strategies, as well as research-based reading and math intervention programs.  
 
 
3. Describe your extended (supplemental) learning program,  including how it provides an accelerated quality curriculum. 
 
Students receiving supplemental instruction at Haverhill are provided at least 30 additional minutes, 4 days per week, of research-based

instruction during the building's HIVE times set aside for both mathematics and ELA. Additionally, the students that are the most at risk of

failing to meet the core academic standards are provided with an additional 30 minutes of intervention, 4-5 times per week.

 

Student's progress is monitored bi-weekly in the area of Math using STAR Math and weekly in the area of reading using DIBELS Next

measures. This data is reviewed on a 3-4 week cycle to ensure that student growth is accelerated. Student Growth Percentile and Pathways

to Progress data is reviewed. It is the goal that students receiving supplemental instruction make above typical growth each school year.

 
 
 
4. Describe how you ensure that students are rarely pulled from their regular classroom to receive supplemental instruction

through extended learning opportunities. 
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Haverhill Elementary has implemented HIVE (Helpful Interventions, Valuable Extensions) Time for each grade level in the areas of

mathematics and English Language Arts/Reading. During this time, every student in the grade is receiving differentiated instruction to best

meet their academic needs. These thirty minute blocks of time are scheduled in addition to core curriculum instruction blocks. Tier 2 Title I

interventions are provided during grade level HIVE times for Math and ELA. Additional, Tier 3 interventions, provided by the Title I staff are

provided at times outside of core academic instruction. These times include snack, morning meeting, silent reading time, etc.
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Component 5: Title I and Regular Education Coordination 

 

 

 
1. In what ways do ongoing coordination and integration occur between regular education and supplemental Title I, Part A

programming - including services for children with Limited English Proficiency, if applicable? 
 
Ongoing coordination between regular education, other supplemental service programs, and Title I occurs in a variety of methods. Title I

teacher(s) are members of the building MTSS, Leadership & School Improvement teams. Important information regarding the Title I program

is communicated during these meetings, as well as building staff meetings. Title I teacher cooperate with regular classroom teachers by

attending grade level PLCs are meeting with individual teachers as needed. Decisions about entering/exiting students from the Title I

program are made at either weekly MTSS team meetings or quarterly data review meetings. These decisions are made based on student

data and then discussed/communicated with all parties involved in the education of each student. Students that receive Title I support may

also receive support from our building's ELL Tutor, if necessary.  
 
 
2. For schools with kindergarten: Describe the school's transition plan for preschool age children that involves more than a once a

year visitation to the kindergarten classroom. 
 
For students attending GSRP or ECSE within Portage Public Schools, meetings are scheduled that include preschool staff and Haverhill

building staff members in ensure a smooth transition. Portage Public Schools provides communication and publications to area preschools to

help aid in the transition of students from preschool to Young Fives/Kindergarten. 
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Component 6: Instruction by Highly Qualified Staff 

 

 

 

 

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
1. Do all of the Title I, Part A instructional
paraprofessionals meet the NCLB requirements
for highly qualified? Provide an assurance
statement regarding this.

Yes All Title I instructional
paraprofessionals meet the NCLB
requirements for highly qualified.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
2. Do all of the teachers meet the NCLB
requirements for highly qualified? Provide an
assurance statement regarding this.

Yes All teachers meet the NCLB
requirement for highly qualified.
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Component 7: High Quality and Ongoing Professional Development/Learning

 

 

 
1. What types of ongoing and sustained professional development/learning will the staff (teachers, principals, and

paraprofessionals) receive to work with Title I Part A eligible children in the Targeted Assistance program or in the regular

education program? 
 
Haverhill Elementary School staff receives ongoing and sustained professional development in core curriculum initiatives by the district.

Additional professional development will be scheduled based on the Goals/Objectives/Activities outlined in the building School Improvement

Plan.

 
 
 
2. If appropriate, what types of ongoing and sustained professional development/learning will be provided to parents, pupil

services personnel, and other staff who work with Title I Part A eligible children in the Targeted Assistance program or in the

regular education program? 
 
Haverhill Elementary provides parents of students participating in the Title I program with ongoing and sustained professional development

through multiple Title I Parent Engagement events each year. Title I staff members also host break-out sessions during building-wide events

held at Haverhill, including Reading Night & Math Night.

 

Title I Teachers & Parapros receive ongoing and sustain professional development in the regulations and requirements of a Title I program,

as well as how the Title I Program fits into the school improvement planning process. Additionally, Title I staff members receive professional

development in research-based intervention programs, as deemed necessary.

 
 
 

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
3. Your school's professional
development/learning plan or calendar is
complete.

No Haverhill Elementary school's
professional
development/learning plan has
not yet been completed for the
2017-18 school year.
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Component 8: Strategies to Increase Parental Involvement

 

 

 
1. How are parents involved in the design of the Targeted Assistance program plan? 
 
All parents of students receiving Title I services are given the opportunity to provide input on the school-parent compact, parent engagement

policy, and Title I program in general. All parents are given the opportunity to provide feedback each fall at the Title I parent meeting, as well

provide feedback as a part of our program evaluation each Spring.  
 
 
2. How are parents involved in the implementation of the Targeted Assistance program plan? 
 
Parents are involved in the design of Targeted Assistance program plan by providing their feedback of the current Targeted Assistance plan.

Parents are given the opportunity to receive education regarding how student eligibility is determined, what instructional strategies are used

and how the program is a part of existing school program planning. Additionally, parents have the opportunity to meet with Title I & Regular

Education teachers and coordinate with the two. They are notified if their child is receiving instruction from a staff member that is not

considered highly qualified. They are a part of the team when Title I is coordinating with other programs, as well as a part of the plan to

increase Parental Involvement. Parents are continually notified of student progress and the build team's review of that progress.  
 
 

 
4. Describe how the parent involvement activities outlined in Section 1118 e (1)-(5) and (14) and Section 1118 (f) are implemented. 
 
Haverhill Elementary school has parent representation in strategic placement (District Advisory Council) and Curriculum Review & Revision

(Curriculum Instruction Council). In addition, every parent is given a copy of Haverhill Elementary school's School-Parent Compact, which is

reviewed at parent-teacher conferences each fall. Parents are given access to Haverhill's Title I website, specifically designed to provide

personnel, programming, and link to additional resources for student learning. School staff is available during conferences to assist parents in

understanding the state's content standards and assessments. Staff also works to help parents to understand the academic progress of their

child. Title I staff works to provide parents with high-quality parent engagement activities to assist parents in their efforts to be active teachers

in their child's learning.

 
 

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
3. Are parents involved in the evaluation of the
Targeted Assistance program plan? How are
parents involved in the evaluation of the
Targeted Assistance program plan?

Yes Haverhill Elementary School
strives to have the parents of
students participating in the Title I
program active in the evaluation
of the Targeted Assistance
program. Each Spring, parents
are asked to evaluate the
program via a Parent Survey.
Parent feedback is compiled and
then reviewed by the Title I staff
and building administrator. Upon
review of the feedback, changes
may be made and implemented
the following school year.
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5. Describe how the parent involvement activities are evaluated. 
 
Parent involvement activities are evaluated via surveys at a variety of different types and in different manners. Each Spring, parents of

students participating in the Title I program are surveyed via Google Forms regarding Haverhill's Title I Parent Engagement policy and other

aspects of increasing Parent Engagement at Haverhill Elementary. Title I staff determines what activities will be offered after reviewing

results of surveys asking parents what they would be most interested in/find most beneficial. Title I staff receives feedback on topic, timing,

and relevance of each activity by surveying parents at each event and collecting that data. In addition, while Haverhill does not have a Parent

Advisory group, they do have PTO Leadership that is available for suggestions & feedback, as needed.

 
 
 
6. Describe how the school-parent compact is developed. 
 
Haverhill Elementary School's School-Parent compact was collaboratively developed. The School-Parent compact outlines the roles of the

student, parent, and school in order to establish a true partnership of learning between school and home. Parents of students participating in

the Title I program are given the opportunity to provide feedback and make changes to the School-Parent Compact each year.

 
 
 

 
8. How does the school provide individual student academic assessment results in a language parents can understand? 
 
Title I staff members train parents of students participating in the Title I program in reading and interpreting district provided benchmark

screening data each fall at the Annual Title I Parent Meeting. The Title I teachers provide explanations for interpreting data at parent-teacher

conferences. This information is provided in a "user friendly" fashion.   
 
 

 
10. Describe how the parent compact is used at elementary-level parent teacher conferences. 
 
Haverhill Elementary School's parent compact is introduced to parents of students participating in the Title I program at the fall parent

meeting. These compact is then reviewed and signed by students, parents, and teachers at fall parent-teacher conferences.  
 

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
7. Do you have a Title I School-Parent
Compact?

Yes 2016-17 Compact

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
9. Does the school have a Title I Parental
Involvement Policy/Plan?

Yes Parent Involvement
Policy
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Component 9: Coordination of Title I and Other Resources

 

 

 
1. Describe how the Federal, State and local programs are coordinated and integrated to serve eligible children. 
 
At Haverhill Elementary School, the Title I program coordinates with many Federal, State, and local programs to help serve eligible children.

Title I coordinates closely with Special Education, the building Reading Specialist, and our Limited English Proficiency tutor to ensure that

eligible students are receiving all of the support that they need. Title I also coordinates with state at-risk funding, which comes in the form of

behavior interventionists. Coordination also takes place with Community Mental Heatlh in the form of school-based consultants, Kids Hope

USA in the form of one-one-support for students to help build social and emotional skills. Coordination with the Mobile Dentistry also occurs

in the form of dental services right at Haverhill, two times per year, and with local churches in the form of weekly backpack programs

providing food to families in need.

 
 
 
2. Describe how the plan demonstrates coordination and integration of Federal, State and local programs and services in a manner

applicable to the grade levels of the school: violence prevention programs, nutrition programs, housing programs, Head Start,

adult education, vocational and technical education, and job training. 
 
At Haverhill Elementary School, the Title I program coordinates with many Federal, State, and local programs to help serve eligible children.

Title I coordinates closely with Special Education, the building Reading Specialist, and our Limited English Proficiency tutor to ensure that

eligible students are receiving all of the support that they need. Title I also coordinates with state at-risk funding, which comes in the form of

behavior interventionists. Coordination also takes place with Community Mental Heatlh in the form of school-based consultants, Kids Hope

USA in the form of one-one-support for students to help build social and emotional skills. Coordination with the Mobile Dentistry also occurs

in the form of dental services right at Haverhill, two times per year, and with local churches in the form of weekly backpack programs

providing food to families in need. Additionally, Haverhill has food and nutrition programs present that provide free and reduced lunch and

breakfast.
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Component 10: Ongoing Review of Student Progress

 

 

 
1. Describe how the progress of participating students is reviewed on an ongoing basis. 
 
Student progress is monitored by Title I teachers, as well as the building MTSS team, on a weekly basis using DIBELS Next progress

monitoring probes, bi-weekly using STAR Math, and using embedded program assessments on an as-needed basis. The Title I teachers, as

members of the MTSS team, review student progress monitoring on a weekly to bi-weekly basis. Additionally, the MTSS team looks at

student data on 3-4 week cycles. If sufficient progress is not being made, the team problems solves and generates a plan for changing a

student's current intervention or the intensity of the intervention. An additional intervention may also be needed. For students that are making

sufficient progress, the team reviews the most recent data. If a student has three consecutive scores at or above the grade level benchmark,

exit from the Title I program is considered.

 
 
 
2. Describe how the Targeted Assistance program is revised to provide supplemental learning opportunities that enable

participating children to meet the State's challenging student achievement standards. 
 
If insufficient progress is noted for an individual, the student's intervention is changed or the grouping of the children is adjusted. If those

adjustments are not successful, the student's data is again reviewed by the MTSS team. This team includes the Title I teachers, Special

Education Teachers, Reading Specialist, Speech  Language Pathologist, School Psychologist, Behavior Specialist, and building principal.

The team, after reviewing data, may decide to add an additional intervention for the student in question. Additionally, a referral for special

education may result if a student is not demonstrating progress even after providing additional interventions.

 

If sufficient progress is noted for an individual, the student is exited from the intervention and receives all of their differentiated instruction

from the classroom teacher.

 
 
 
3. Describe how teachers have been trained to identify students who need additional assistance or  how to implement student

achievement standards in the classroom based on the review of student progress. 
 
During the year, ongoing professional development is used to examine student progress and determine the best intervention service. The

district has established a problem-solving guide to determine referral for special education services, or to adjust intervention following our

MTSS process. Data reviews are held in the district following benchmark data collection. Title I teams meet to examine student progress in

ELA weekly and Math bi-weekly.
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Evaluation  

 

NOTE:  This is NOT a Targeted Assistance Plan Rubric Requirement---but it IS part of  the process of Continuous School Improvement.  This

has been patterned after the Schoolwide Plan requirements, and it fulfills PA 25 requirements for an annual review of the plan. 

 
1. Describe how the school evaluates  the implementation of the Targeted Assistance program at least annually. 
 
Haverhill Elementary School uses the MDE Program Evaluation Tool annually to evaluate a research-based intervention program that is

used in our Targeted Assistance program. The building uses the information gathered from this tool to modify the implementation of the

program. In addition, Haverhill Elementary utilizes the Program Planning tool when looking to add research-based programs to our Targeted

Assistance program. At the end of each year, an end of the year report is put together to evaluate the effectiveness of the building's Targeted

Assistance program s a whole.

 
 
 
2. Describe how  the school evaluates the results achieved by the Targeted Assistance program using data from the State's annual

assessments and other indicators of academic achievement. 
 
Each year, Haverhill Elementary School evaluates the Targeted Assistance program by looking at the effects of the strategies outlined in the

School Improvement Plan on student data. Student data is analyzed and the growth of students participating in the Title I program is

compared to the growth of the population as a whole. It is expected that students participating in the program will demonstrate greater growth

over a school year than students not receiving the program.

 
 
 
3. Describe how  the school determines whether the Targeted Assistance program has been effective in increasing the

achievement of eligible students who are furthest from achieving the standards. 
 
Through the collection of data, we monitor the progress of all students in our program. The data collected includes DIBELS, STAR Math, and

curriculum based assessments. We examine our gaps to ensure that any discrepancy is decreasing throughout the year, as students move

through a series of interventions. We review the Pathways of Progress Reports at the mid-point and end of the year, looking for Above

Typical or Well Above Typical growth for our targeted students. Additionally, we review student growth data of students participating in the

Targeted Assistance program in comparison to that of the building as a whole. It is expected that students participating in the Targeted

Assistance program will demonstrate more growth overtime than the building as a whole.

 
 
 
4. Describe the process that is followed by the school to revise the plan, as necessary, based on the evaluation, to ensure

continuous improvement of eligible students in the Targeted Assistance program. 
 
Portage Public School holds quarterly Title I meetings, district wide data review days, and weekly MTSS team meetings. These ongoing

discussion ensure continuous improvement of eligible student 
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Overview

 
Plan Name

 
2017-2018 SIP Goals

 
Plan Description
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Goals Summary

 

The following is a summary of the goals encompassed in this plan. The details for each goal are available in the next section. 

# Goal Name Goal Details Goal Type Total Funding
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Activity Summary by Funding Source

 
Below is a breakdown of your activities by funding source
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